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d supramolecular host–guest
complexes: single-crystal structures and dual-state
fluorescence enhancement†

Hui Wang,ab Hui Liu,*a Mingsen Wang,a Jiaheng Hou,a Yongjun Li, c

Yuancheng Wang *a and Yingjie Zhao *a

Two supramolecular complexes were prepared using cucurbiturils [CBs] as mediators and a four-armed p-

xylene derivative (M1) as a guest molecule. The single crystals of these two complexes were obtained and

successfully analyzed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD). An unexpected and intriguing 1 : 2 self-

assembly arrangement between M1 and CB[8] was notably uncovered, marking its first observation.

These host–guest complexes exhibit distinctive photophysical properties, especially emission behaviors.

Invaluable insights can be derived from these single-crystal structures. The precious single-crystal

structures provide both precise structural information regarding the supramolecular complexes and

a deeper understanding of the intricate mechanisms governing their photophysical properties.
Introduction

Supramolecular assembly offers a bottom-up approach for
constructing diversied nanostructures with precisely
controlled arrangements and specic functionalities.1–6 Host–
guest molecular recognition in a supramolecular assembly is
particularly valuable for achieving tunable photophysical
properties in nanomaterials.7–11 Host–guest complexes can
stabilize the excited states of guest molecules, reducing non-
radiative decay pathways and enhancing uorescence
emission.12–17 This pivotal effect can lead to improved quantum
yields and prolonged excited-state lifetimes, enabling tunability
in the photophysical properties. As we know, the guest mole-
cules might exhibit weak or no uorescence in their isolated
form due to molecular vibration or thermal motion.18 However,
when conned within a host's cavity, the non-radiative decay of
excited states is restricted, resulting in enhanced uorescence
emission. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as
aggregation-induced emission (AIE), presenting an intriguing
avenue for modulating the photophysical characteristics of
guest molecules. This modulation is achieved by manipulating
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the degree of aggregation through intricate host–guest
interactions.19–22 By carefully designing the host–guest system
and manipulating their interactions, tunable emission wave-
lengths, uorescence intensities, quantum yields, and other
light-related behaviors can be achieved, thus paving the way for
advanced applications in optoelectronics, sensors, imaging,
and photonics.23–27 Understanding these interactions helps in
designing and engineering more efficient host molecules and
optimizing guest binding for various applications.24,28–31

Cucurbiturils (CBs), esteemed as prominent macrocyclic
host molecules, have exhibited remarkable prociency in
forming host–guest complexes, particularly within aqueous
environments.32–39 These host–guest complexes oen exhibit
tunable photophysical properties, as mentioned above.
However, the acquisition of the precise structures (single crys-
tals) of the supramolecular assemblies is always challenging.
First, the guest molecules are usually larger or less compatible
with the cucurbituril cavity. Stable complexes do not always
readily form high-quality single crystals. Second, the host–guest
complexation is usually governed by thermodynamic and
kinetic factors. The kinetic trapping of the guest molecules
within the cucurbituril cavity may lead to the formation of
transient or metastable complexes that are challenging to
crystallize.40,41 Third, the extraordinarily large unit cell of the
single crystal makes the structure determination very difficult.42

Due to the intricate nature of their structures and the challenges
associated with cultivating sizable, well-structured single crys-
tals, a signicant portion of cucurbituril-based host–guest
structures remains unsolved. NMR spectroscopy, mass spec-
trometry, and computational modeling are still the main char-
acterization methods that have to work in synergism to
speculate the structure.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 The structure of M1, CB[7], and CB[8] and the possible self-
assembly structures of M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8].

Fig. 2 1H NMR spectra of (a) M1 (1.0 mM) in D2O in the presence of 0,
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 equiv. of CB[7] at 25 °C; (b)M1 (1.0 mM) in
D2O in the presence of 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 equiv. of CB
[8] at 25 °C.
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The precise structures of the host–guest complexes provide
valuable insights into the specic non-covalent interactions
between the host and guest molecules, which play a crucial role
in stabilizing the complexes and realizing the tunable photo-
physical properties.1,13,43–45 Herein, we designed a water-soluble
four-armed guest molecule that contains hydrophobic p-xylene
as the core and four hydrophilic styryl pyridiniums as arms. The
positively charged pyridinium sites have the capacity to encap-
sulate within the cavities of CB[7] or CB[8], forming host–guest
complexes within aqueous solutions (Fig. 1). The single-crystal
X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) provided unambiguous evidence for
the structures. Notably, both the M1_CB[7] or M1_CB[8] adopt
a 1 : 2 self-assembly mode which is very different from the
rational speculation. Unusual self-assembly behaviors were
observed, especially for the M1_CB[8]. Two CB[8] molecules
encapsulate the four arms of one M1 molecule and form a 1 : 2
M1_CB[8] complex. It would be very difficult to determine the
structure without the help of SCXRD. Based on the congura-
tions of these two complexes, a modulable enhancement in
uorescence was achieved. The current design strategy, coupled
with the exceptional photophysical properties arising from this
intricate host–guest interaction, is anticipated to signicantly
broaden the range of applications for cucurbiturils in func-
tional materials.
Results and discussion

The detailed synthesis of M1 is presented in the ESI (Scheme
S1).† The investigation into the formation of the M1_CB[7] and
M1_CB[8] complexes in aqueous solution was performed
through 1H NMR titration. The 1H NMR spectra depicting the
complexes at varyingM1 to CB ratios are presented in Fig. 2. For
both CB[7] and CB[8], upon introducing CBs as guest molecules,
a progressive vanishing of the original monomerM1 signals was
observed, accompanied by the emergence of new H signals.
These newly appearing signals were attributed to the arms
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
encapsulated within the CBs. The observed upeld shis of the
H signals were attributed to the shielding effect exerted by the
CBs. For the complex of M1_CB[7], the newly appeared signals
were indistinguishable and demanding to be assigned (Fig. 2a).
While forM1_CB[8], clear and assignable signals were observed.
As shown in Fig. 2b, with the increase in CB[8], one interme-
diate state was clearly observed. The emergence and disap-
pearance of the doublet peaks from the vinyl bonds solidly
demonstrated this speculation. The rst set of emerging signals
appeared initially (marked with a blue circle). The 1.0 equiv. of
CB[8] is a turning point. Aer this, the newly appeared rst set
of signals starts to disappear, with a new appearance of the
second set of signals (marked with a red triangle). The addition
of 1.5 equiv. of CB[8] results in the coexistence of multiple sets
of new peaks, which implies multiple intermediate states
during the titration process. Upon achieving a ratio of 1 : 2, the
initial set of signals disappeared completely. In contrast, the
freshly emerged secondary peaks exhibited a tendency towards
sustained stability. Furthermore, an abundance of CB[8] failed
to induce substantial alterations in the 1H NMR spectra. The
nal state is formed with clear and assignable signals. Unlike
the case of CB[7], we can clearly observe the proton signals of g,
f, and c split into two sets of evenly matched peaks at the
addition point of 1.0 equiv. CB[8], which indicates the forma-
tion of a relatively symmetrical structure (Fig. 2b). We speculate
that this intermediate should be the species with one CB[8] over
two arms in M1 but not a structure with one CB[8] over just one
arm like the CB[7] case. The ndings from 1H NMR titration
reveal the establishment of contrasting self-assembly structures
for M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8]. Variable temperature 1H NMR
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 458–465 | 459
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experiments were then performed forM1_CB[8] (1 : 2) in D2O to
study the thermal stability of the complex. As shown in Fig. S6,†
the split of the proton signals became better and sharper with
the increase in temperatures. However, no change was observed
for chemical shis. These results indicated that the M1_CB[8]
complexes were still stable at 90 °C and did not undergo the
process of dissociation.

Macrocyclic host molecules, referred to as CBs, exhibit
a distinctive arrangement featuring a hydrophobic cavity and
a periphery abundant in carbonyl groups. This structural
design, tailored to cavity dimensions, endows CBs with notably
high binding constants when engaging a diverse range of guests
within aqueous solutions. This exceptional affinity underscores
their exceptional capability to provide robust protection for
entrapped guests. The small cavity of CB[7] typically accom-
modates a single guest molecule.14 In contrast, CB[8], possess-
ing a larger cavity, exhibits the unique capability of
simultaneously binding two guest molecules.1,14,46–48 Thus,
based on the conventional experience and analysis of 1H NMR
titration data, several possible self-assembly structures can be
proposed. As shown in Fig. 1, possible structures of M1_CB[7]
could be 1 : 1, 1 : 2, or 1 : 4 complexes. More diversied struc-
tures can be predicted for M1_CB[8]. For example, a dimer has
been observed by our group in a previous study.14 A two-
dimensional (2D) extended network has also been proposed by
other research groups and us.6,49–52 However, it will be difficult
to elucidate the precise structure without the evidence of crys-
tallographic data.

To unveil precise structural insights into the host–guest
supramolecular complexes of M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8], we
employed the highly effective technique of SCXRD. Fortunately,
both the M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8] supramolecular complexes
yielded single crystals through gradual cooling of nearly satu-
rated aqueous solutions. The detailed preparation of the single
crystals of M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8] is presented in the ESI.†
M1_CB[7] exhibits prismatic shapes from the optical micros-
copy images (Fig. 3a). The morphological characteristics of the
Fig. 3 (a) Optical microscope image of M1_CB[7] crystals. (b) Optical
microscope image of M1_CB[8] crystals. (c) TEM image of M1_CB[8].
(d) SEM image ofM1_CB[8]. (e) AFM image ofM1_CB[8]. (f) The height
analysis of M1_CB[8] from the AFM image.

460 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 458–465
self-assembled structures formed by M1 and CB[8] were
subsequently subjected to comprehensive analysis. Optical
microscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) investigations collectively unveiled the emergence of
orderly square structures (Fig. 3b–f). These square structures
exhibit an average side length spanning 100–300 mm.
Remarkably, AFM cross-section analyses disclosed a layer-by-
layer arrangement (Fig. 3e and f), with each layer measuring
approximately 1.9 nm in thickness, consistent with the outer
diameter of CB[8] at 1.75 nm (Fig. 3f). In tandem with the
insights garnered from 1H NMR titration, these ndings
strongly indicate that the self-assembly process ofM1 and CB[8]
potentially gives rise to a 2D supramolecular complex, as shown
in the proposed structure in Fig. 1. To validate this speculation,
the acquirement of the single crystal structure is necessary.

Crystallographic data detailing the supramolecular
complexes are accessible through the Cambridge Crystallo-
graphic Data Center, specically identied as CCDC 2285496
(M1_CB[7]) and CCDC 2285497 (M1_CB[8]). Notably, the single
crystal structure of M1_CB[7] conforms to the P�1 space group,
characterized by distinct cell parameters: a = 13.1070 Å, b =

17.0258 Å, c = 25.9476 Å, a = 75.072°, b = 85.004°, and g =

77.546°. This structural arrangement, inuenced by the
conned cavity of CB[7], permits the accommodation of solely
one vinyl pyridinium arm from the guest molecule. This is
consistent with our speculation. Notably, a 1 : 2 M1_CB[7]
complex was realized according to the single crystal structure
analysis (Fig. 4). Two CB[7] molecules encapsulated two ortho
arms of one M1 molecule (Fig. 4a and b). The two le unen-
capsulated ortho arms are aligned in parallel to form a linear
self-assembly structure. The linear self-assemblies were then
aligned in parallel to form the nal packing structure (Fig. 4b
and c). The distance between the end of the two arms in theM1
molecule is around 14.9 Å (Fig. 4a). And the distance between
the unencapsulated arms is around 4.9 Å (Fig. 4b).

In the case of M1_CB[8], the individual crystal structure
conforms to the P�42c space group, featuring specic cell
parameters: a = 18.6227 Å, b = 18.6227 Å, c = 90.614 Å, a = 90°,
b = 90°, and g = 90°. As shown in Fig. 5, rather than giving rise
to a 2D supramolecular arrangement, a distinctive 1 : 2 M1_CB
[8] complex materializes, wherein two CB[8] molecules encap-
sulate the four arms of one M1 molecule. Each CB[8] molecule
adeptly encapsulates the two neighboring arms of M1. This
specic conguration, hitherto unprecedented in CB-based
host–guest complexes, engenders a high degree of interest.
Encouragingly, these ndings are also highly consistent with
the outcomes derived from the 1H NMR titration experiments.
The distance between the two arms of one M1 molecule
marvelously decreased to 3.9 Å (Fig. 5a). A completely unex-
pected structure with a single M1 molecule was formed. In
addition, the positions of the two CB[8] molecules in M1 are
asymmetrical. One of the CB[8] molecules is next to the benzene
core, and the other one is located at the end of the arms. The
individual 1 : 2 M1_CB[8] complex then adopts an alternated
arrangement along the a and c axes to nally realize the crystal
packing. The space between the individualM1_CB[8] complex is
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 4 X-ray crystal structures ofM1_CB[7]. (a) Crystal structure of the 1 : 2M1_CB[7] host–guest complex. (b) Side view of the packingmode. (c)
Top view of the packing mode.

Fig. 5 X-ray crystal structure of M1_CB[8]. (a) Crystal structure of the
1 : 2M1_CB[8] host–guest complex. (b) Top view of the packingmode.
(c) Side view of the packing mode.

Fig. 6 (a) The photographs of M1, M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8] solution
(10−5 M in H2O) in visible light. (b) The luminescence photographs of
M1, M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8] solution (10−5 M in H2O) under 365 nm
UV light. The photographs of M1 (c), M1_CB[7] (e) and M1_CB[8] (g)
crystals in visible light. The luminescence photographs of M1 (d),
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lled with disordered solvent and CB[8] molecules. For clarity
reasons, these molecules were omitted in the images.

As shown in Fig. 6, signicant color and uorescence
changes were observed by the naked eye for both the solutions
and single crystals of M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8] complexes
compared to monomeric M1. The solution of M1_CB[7] does
not exhibit an obvious color change compared to M1 under
visible light, while M1_CB[8] solution became obviously yellow
(Fig. 6a). A more interesting phenomenon was observed in the
uorescence of M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8]. As shown in Fig. 6b,
under the irradiation of a UV lamp at 365 nm, it could be clearly
observed that the uorescence of M1, M1_CB[7], and M1_CB[8]
solutions was enhanced gradually. The M1_CB[8] solution
showed bright orange uorescence. Moreover, the solid state of
M1_CB[8] exhibits similar uorescence behavior to its solution
state. Obvious bright orange uorescence was observed for the
M1_CB[8] crystal (Fig. 6h). In contrast, the uorescence of M1
and M1_CB[7] crystals under UV lamp irradiation at 365 nm is
not as obvious as that of their solution state (Fig. 6c–h). The
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
obvious changes in the colors and the uorescence from M1 to
the complexes of M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8], which can be
observed by the naked eye, originate from their distinct elec-
tronic structures. Notably, M1_CB[8] exhibits strong uores-
cence both in solutions and solid states, which has been
affirmed as dual-state emission (DSE).53–55 Fortunately, the
single crystal structures of M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8] are avail-
able to help us to reveal the mechanism of the variation in
photophysical properties. The intricate process of complex
formation between CBs and M1 exerts an inuence on the
coupling degree and hybrid band structure of theM1molecule,
thereby resulting in profound changes in photophysical attri-
butes. These changes encompass parameters like the emission
wavelength and uorescence quantum yield, resulting in
profound modications.56,57 Thus, the photophysical properties
of M1, M1_CB[7], and M1_CB[8] were further studied. Accord-
ing to the precious complex structures from the single crystal
analysis, the structure–property relationship can be accurately
explored.

As shown in Fig. 7a, M1 displayed a prominent absorption
peak at 356 nm and a uorescence peak at 537 nm. Upon the
introduction of CB[7], the UV-vis absorption peak red-shied
M1_CB[7] (f) and M1_CB[8] (h) crystals under 365 nm UV light.

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 458–465 | 461
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Fig. 7 (a) UV-vis and (b) fluorescence spectra titrations ofM1 (10−5 M)
upon addition of CB[7] in water; (c) UV-vis and (d) fluorescence spectra
titrations ofM1 (10−5 M) upon addition of CB[8] in water. Fluorescence
spectra of M1, M1_CB[7], and M1_CB[8] solutions (10−5 M) (e) and
crystals (f). Time-resolved decay spectra ofM1, M1_CB[7], andM1_CB
[8] solutions (g) and crystals (h) (lex = 375 nm).
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from 356 nm to 370 nm (D = 14 nm) with a 25% decrease in
intensity. Concurrently, the uorescence emission peak shied
from 537 nm to 547 nm (D = 10 nm), showcasing a noteworthy
vefold enhancement in uorescence intensity (Fig. 7b). In the
case ofM1_CB[8], the UV-vis absorption peak experienced a red
shi from 356 nm to 380 nm (D = 24 nm) with a 24% decrease
in intensity (Fig. 7c). Additionally, the uorescence emission
peak shied from 537 nm to 589 nm (D = 52 nm), resulting in
a remarkable nine-fold enhancement in uorescence intensity
(Fig. 7d). Notably, unlike CB[7], the addition of CB[8] generated
an intermediate state according to the uorescence titration of
M1 with CB[8]. From the addition of 0.5 to 2.0 equiv. CB[8], no
obvious redshi occurred. Only increased intensity was
observed. The strongest uorescence emission was realized
when the addition of CB[8] reached ∼2.0 equiv. Aerward, the
uorescence intensity starts to decrease with an obvious red
shi gradually. When introducing four equiv. CB[8], the titra-
tion reaches its endpoint (Fig. 7d). This observation is highly
consistent with the 1H NMR titration results. However, the
amounts of CB[8] required to reach the endpoint in the 1H NMR
(∼2.0 equiv) and uorescence (∼4.0 equiv) titration are
different. This is due to the concentration difference, which
may induce different dynamic equilibrium processes during the
self-assembly. Notably, a tendency of a gradual increase in the
462 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 458–465
uorescence intensity was observed for the solution of M1,
M1_CB[7], and M1_CB[8] (Fig. 7e). In contrast, the solid-state
uorescence of M1, M1_CB[7], and M1_CB[8] exhibits different
behaviors. The M1_CB[7] single crystal does not exhibit an
obvious increase compared toM1, while a sharp increase for the
M1_CB[8] single crystal is observed (Fig. 7f). The AIE phenom-
enon was only observed for M1_CB[8], which also exhibits
strong solution state uorescence. The quantum yields of
M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8] in water were measured to be 3.03%
and 24.40%, which are 5 times and 46 times larger than the
0.52% quantum yield ofM1 itself in aqueous solution (Table 1).
In the solid state, the uorescence quantum yields of M1,
M1_CB[7], and M1_CB[8] single crystals were measured to be
0.02%, 1.27%, and 22.32% (Table 1), which is consistent with
the uorescence spectra (Fig. 7e and f). The emission lifetimes
of M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8] were measured to be 0.54 ns, 0.89
ns, and 16.80 ns in aqueous solution (Fig. 7g and Table 1) and
3.78 ns, 4.60 ns, and 17.04 ns in the solid state (Fig. 7h and
Table 1).

As described above, M1_CB[8] exhibited more pronounced
alterations in UV-vis and uorescence spectra when contrasted
with M1_CB[7]. This phenomenon is intimately linked to the
intricate complexation structures of M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8].
According to the SCXRD data, CB[7] and CB[8] form 2 : 1
complexes with the M1 molecule, respectively. In the M1_CB[7]
complex, only two arms of the M1 molecule are encapsulated
within the cavity of CB[7], while the remaining two arms are still
in a free state. However, in theM1_CB[8] complex, all four arms
of the M1 molecule are fully encapsulated within the cavity of
CB[8], effectively constraining the vibrational motion of M1,
which in turn suppresses the non-radiative decay of M1 and
enhances its uorescence intensity.1,58–61 The evidence for this
conclusion is also supported by the higher ratio of radiative (kr)
and nonradiative (knr) decay rates in aqueous solutions, which
have been measured to be 5.3 × 10−3 (M1), 3.1 × 10−2 (M1_CB
[7]), and 3.4 × 10−1 (M1_CB[8]). The ratios in the solid state
were measured to be 2.1 × 10−4 (M1), 1.3 × 10−2 (M1_CB[7]),
and 2.8 × 10−1 (M1_CB[8]), which is consistent with the values
in the solution state (Table 1).62

Therefore, we hypothesize that this uorescence enhance-
ment phenomenon arises from the unique supramolecular
aggregation effect mediated by CBs. The encapsulation of the
M1 within the CB[8] cavity greatly stabilized the excited states of
M1, which can be clearly concluded from the evidence of the
single crystal structure. This stabilization hinders the non-
radiative decay pathways available to M1 in its free state.1 The
guest molecule has to spend more time in the excited state
before returning to the ground state through emission, thus
leading to longer emission lifetimes.13 The restricted motion
inhibits the relaxation dynamics of M1 and enhances the radi-
ative decay (emission) pathway, leading to an increase in the
uorescence quantum yield in both the solution and solid
state.63

CB[7] with a smaller cavity can partially encapsulate the M1
molecules, which is also evidenced by the single crystal analysis.
The degrees of the stabilization of the excited states and the
restriction of the motion for the M1 molecules can be nely
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Table 1 Photophysical data for M1, M1_CB[7] and M1_CB[8] under ambient

Compoundsb Solvent Ex [nm] Em [nm] savg.
a [ns] fFL (%) kr

c [nm] knr
d [ns] kr/knr

M1 solution H2O 375 537 0.54 0.52 9.6 × 10−3 1.8 5.3 × 10−3

M1_CB[7] solution H2O 375 547 0.89 3.03 3.4 × 10−2 1.1 3.1 × 10−2

M1_CB[8] solution H2O 375 590 16.80 24.40 1.5 × 10−2 4.4 × 10−2 3.4 × 10−1

M1 crystal — 375 533 3.78 0.02 5.3 × 10−5 2.6 × 10−1 2.1 × 10−4

M1_CB[7] crystal — 375 520 4.60 1.27 2.8 × 10−3 2.1 × 10−1 1.3 × 10−2

M1_CB[8] crystal — 375 620 17.04 22.32 1.3 × 10−2 4.6 × 10−2 2.8 × 10−1

a Lifetimes were measured using an EPL picosecond pulsed diode laser (375 nm) as a light source. b The absolute photoluminescent quantum yield
ofM1,M1_CB[7], andM1_CB[8] under ambient (air) were measured using an integrating sphere. c The radiative decay rate constant of uorescence
kr = fFL/s.

d The nonradiative decay rate constant of phosphorescence knr = savg.
−1 – kr.
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tuned to realize the controllable photophysical properties.
Thanks to the clear structures provided by the single crystal
analysis, detailed and clear mechanisms behind the changes in
photophysical properties in these supramolecular complexes
are claried.

Conclusions

In summary, two distinct self-assembled congurations
involving the guest molecule M1 and CB[7] or CB[8] in an
aqueous medium were successfully realized through host–guest
interactions. The unequivocal elucidation of supramolecular
complex structures was facilitated by SCXRD analysis. Due to
the different assembly modes of the two complexes, tunable
photophysical properties are realized through the inuence of
non-radiative attenuation, especially for the emission behavior
of the complex M1_CB[8]. A noticeable enhancement in the
uorescence quantum yield and prolonged emission lifetime
was obtained for this very unusual self-assembled structure.
This sample supramolecular self-assembly strategy offers
a versatile platform to manipulate and control the photo-
physical properties of guest molecules and may open up new
avenues for various applications, ranging from light-emitting
materials to sensors and molecular devices.

Data availability
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